
ACTIVE DINING 
ENVIRONMENTS

#lovewhatyoudo



Today, dining spaces work  
harder than ever.

In today’s world, the dining table can become 

a myriad of different things to different 

people. For one person, it’s a space to rest 

their elbows, and for another, it’s a change 

of scenery to get some work done. Groups 

come to talk and end up collaborating, or 

come to work and end up forming personal 

connections. And sometimes, everyone is just 

gathered for a great meal. That’s why we’ve 

designed a varied and nimble collection of  

café + outdoor, bar + lounge, casual and  

fine dining options that set the stage for 

everything a dining space can be. 

FINE DINING  page 20

More refined choices  
for formal meals.

CAFE + OUTDOOR  page 02

Light and airy choices that  
work inside and out.

BAR + LOUNGE  page 08

Sophisticated and fun pieces  
that set the mood.

CASUAL DINING  page 14

Easygoing options for dining  
spaces large and small.
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CAFE + 
OUTDOOR
Light scale, stackable, weather-

ready materials come to life in our 

cafe and outdoor families. Perfect 

for quick-stop dining and casual  

pull-up-a-chair spaces.
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CAFE + OUTDOOR
easygoing, flexible, and ready to mix and match

florette / nosh

top wink bottom bourne right mackey  below kyla
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juju

CAFE + OUTDOOR
a variety of styles and colors, from playful to traditional

top kyla bottom alden / nosh top melrose / menu bottom mackey / reef
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BAR + 
LOUNGE
Style speaks first with lush fabrics, 

rich woods, and upscale finishes. 

Set the tone for a swanky space or 

keep things more traditional and 

comfortable. 
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BAR + LOUNGE
high stools, low stools, and inviting lounges

avini / bryn / menu

top avalon bottom bison right wink / reef below wink mini
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BAR + LOUNGE
tables, chairs and vignettes to bring the whole picture together

top hanover / fresco / menu bottom esque / olympian / bourne / oxley top boston / jefferson bottom knox
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CASUAL DINING
From dining halls to break rooms, 

casual dining spaces deserve a shrewd 

design eye. Clean lines and accent 

pieces set the style, and durable 

materials make the good looks last.
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knox / nosh

CASUAL DINING
adaptable setups ready to come together or stand alone

top romy / totem bottom milk / prep right bryn / nosh below wink
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CASUAL DINING
virtually endless options to add style to essential dining spaces 

top romy / jude bottom hoopz / nosh top avalon / menu bottom melrose / nosh
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FINE DINING
When only a formal meal will do, only 

the finest choices make the cut. From 

perfectly coordinated chairs and tables 

to more unexpected pairings, elegance 

is always the priority.
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avini / reef

FINE DINING
more refined chairs and stools for formal meals

top knox / nosh bottom harbor / brogan right portrait / nosh below madison
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juju

FINE DINING
upscale styles, lovely material pairings, and lasting fabrics

top bourne bottom avini / menu top tara / nosh bottom madison / fresco / menu back cover florette / bourne
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